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The event of the year: the LGCCVCC Annual Picnic at Fairclough Hall, Halls Green 

It was 2019 when the LGCCVCC sail flags last fluttered over the picnic field. How would this year’s event go? A lot of 
planning, and work on the previous day (in scorching conditions), had been expended on the resurgent annual pic-
nic. The field on Fairclough Hall Farm had looked stunning in the early evening sunshine on the Friday evening be-
fore the Big Day. The Big Day dawned cold and wet with slight rain falling at 08:00 hours. Many of the stall holders 
started to arrive and set up soon afterwards. Some visitors arrived at 09:00 hours to scope the place out. Visitors’ 
arrivals picked up from 10:00 hours and became a steady stream from 11:00 hours. There were several steady 
streams after that as belts of rain passed over the field throughout the afternoon. Within the venue a great variety 
of cars and umbrellas were on display. On the car side the exhibits included a Second World War Jeep, complete 
with shotgun, that had taken part in the D Day landings, and had had its engine repaired in Germany after the war. 
There was also a Humvee on the field which your editor did not see…...somehow. The Afro Classics Register mem-
bers were numerous bringing with them a wide and interesting collection of cars, and music from their respective in 
car entertainment systems. Their club motto is ‘We make the club not our cars’. It was good to see new faces visiting Halls Green and 
they enjoyed the day despite the rain and are planning to come back next year. They will be very welcome. The Pre-War part of the field 
filled up with a row of distinctive looking sedans, coupes, roadsters and saloons. The wet conditions actually added to the feeling of 
being transported back to the 1930’s when stepping through the line of trees to discover these gems. One Austin 7 owner and his 
friend, also an Austin 7 owner, had returned from Le Mans to be at our picnic. Well, the events are synonymous. One Pre-War Riley in 
the line won third place in the Cars of the Show Competition. It should perhaps have been awarded two rosettes as this Car of the Show 
was in fact two cars bolted together. The body of one type on the  chassis of another type. First prize went to Janet and John’s orange 
Spitfire. This has been owned by Janet since she was 17 years old and is immaculate. Second prize went to a two tone green Ford Popu-
lar complete with metal sun visor. On the catering and entertainment side, apart from the cars, the Scouts tent was busy with teas and 
coffees and cakes. We could not have staged the event without the presence of the Scouts . The tea tent was run in a very efficient and 
friendly way. The car parking team were excellent too. The car parking team comprised a wide range of ages, genders and physical abili-
ties and they organised the parking extremely well. They stuck to their task throughout the day in the poor weather conditions. I sup-
pose in its way it was a great example of what Scouting is all about. Among the attractions of the day was Michael Kitchen’s collection of 
vintage bicycles and Jon Marshall’s display of part of his extensive collection of early pictures and news items of the TR4. 

The ice cream bicycle (not a bicycle made out of ice cream but a way of transporting the aforementioned ice 
creams) did well and stayed to the end, the lady involved putting her overarching umbrella to good use. The beer 
tent and coffee van plied a good trade. The live band Fifth Wheel moved into the marquee and started playing at 
one o’clock to everyone's enjoyment. Jiving and jitterbugging were seen later in the afternoon. In between the 
band’s sessions the smaller children had fun on the hay bales using them as an obstacle course, some whilst hold-
ing umbrellas. Many visitors and their cars stayed until five o’clock which showed how much they were enjoying 
the day, despite the typical English weather. No stranded cars this year. One car required a jump start and made a 
fine exit. If you are going the suffer from a flat battery an old car rally is probably the best place to do it. Thank you 
to all our visitors, exhibitors, the St John’s team, Richard and Mathew for the use of their field, Diana and Patricia 
for judging the cars, and all the LGCCVCC members and club volunteers for making the event possible and so en-
joyable. 
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THE CHAIN DRIVE WONDER ! 

Allan McNab  

Two chaps, H R Godfrey and Archie Frazer-Nash started to build a chain driven 2 speed 2-cylinder car in a shed in Hendon in 1910 - the 

GN was born and became very successful. A racing version in 1920 was the fastest 1100cc car in the world and in 1921 GNs achieved 

112 first places at speed trials. Over 3,000 models were sold and Salmson bought a licence to build them in France, producing another 

3,000. However, in 1922 they split up (Godfrey later went on to build the HRG) and Archie started building Frazer Nash cars as a devel-

opment of the GN - chain driven 4 speed 4-cylinder cars. The advantage of chain drive was, by not having the ponderous " crash " gear-

boxes of the period, the gearchange was simple and very fast and the unsprung weight was low - the rear axle being a simple bar of 

steel carrying chain sprockets and a wheel at each end. Frazer Nashes had nimble and excellent handling for their time and cornering 

was quite exciting as there was no differential and they could be cornered very fast with a controlled power slide. Most of the early cars 

had 1500cc sidevalve Anzani engines, which achieved some success, notably holding the Brooklands Test Hill record and winning the 

1927 Boulogne Grand Prix. 

This drawing shows the rear axle carry-
ing chain sprockets, the countershaft 
mounted in the chassis containing the 
crown wheel and pinion and the              
" wriggly monkey " - a plate with curved 
slots in to select the gears. 

The Chain Gang Frazer Nash D. Thirlby 

In 1930 Archie FN left the company and H Aldington became managing director of AFN Ltd. A new engine was used, the robust over-

head valve Meadows 4ED producing about 50 bhp. For a quarter of the price of a Bentley you could have an exciting sports car that you 

could go to work in every day and race at Brooklands at the weekend. The Meadows engined cars were more successful in competition, 

especially in the Alpine Trials of 1933/4/5 (a six-day thrash through the Alps visiting four countries) winning several " Coups de Glaciers" 

which greatly enhanced the reputation of the marque. Many special versions were built, some supercharged, and private owners had 

much success in speed trials and club racing. Archie ceased to be involved in cars but was a great engineer, designing rotating gun tur-

rets for Wellingtons and Lancasters in WW2 and his engineering consultancy company survives today. AFN Ltd built chain drive cars 

until 1938 but started to import BMW sports cars and went on until today they are the main UK importer of Porsche cars.  

Our Frazer Nash was built in 1930 - the 13th "new Frazer Nash" a Falcon 2 with a Meadows engine and fabric covered body and was 

bought by F Robinson who won a Bronze medal with it in the 1931 Lands End Trial. 
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1931 Lands End Trial 

Robinson then sold it to Ken Hutchison (later to gain fame racing the Allard " Green Dragon "). Ken raced it at Brooklands several times; 

winning a first-class award at a 1 hour high speed trial completing 22 laps at 59mph. The car went through various hands in the mid-30s 

but ended up in a scrapyard during WW2 from which it was rescued and stored in Newton Abbott. It was bought by Barry Peerless in 

1959 and restored using aircraft bolts etc. as he worked at BAe! By 1963 it was owned by John Warden who raced it at VSCC events 

quite successfully (winning the Frazer Nash race at Castle Coombe in 1967) but sadly breaking a con rod in 1969 which destroyed much 

of the engine. We had spare 4ED engines for our Lea Francis so John approached us to buy an engine, but we decided it would be 

better if we bought the FN as John had an exciting project he wanted to complete - the Norris Special - an FN chassis with an Alvis fwd 

engine. We (the car belongs to my son Duncan) rebuilt HX2820 over the next few years getting it running again in 1978, since when it 

has led probably the most relaxed life of any original FN, being used for VSCC Rallies, Sprints etc and one Trial where we discovered its 

ground clearance was inadequate! The engine has always been incontinent, leaking oil from the rear main, so we have rebuilt a spare 

engine which is soon going to be fitted. 

Our car today 

Only 348 Frazer Nashes were built in the 16 years of production, of which about 200 survive today in the UK Frazer Nash Car Club, plus 

a few more overseas. Despite its amazing popularity in VSCC circles, the FN is a very simple car and very easy to rebuild and, as many 

more 4ED engines were supplied to Lea Francis than to FN and have been available as spares, there has been a very high survival rate.  

Meadows engines can now be tuned to produce 110bhp - over twice the original output - but with lots of stronger components in the 

engine.  At Goodwood on 10 April 2022, one was lapping at 90mph and topping 115mph on the straight! Watching them through the 

chicane was frankly terrifying! 

This picture’s title is: K. Hutchison (Fraser-Nash) stirs the dust on the hairpin. 

Motor Sport Photograph 



The sun shone on a myriad of club members and their cars on the Bank Holiday Friday of the Queen’s Jubilee Celebrations. Twenty four 

club members made the trip to Old Warden to present the finest classic cars this side of the M1 to the general public, some who drove 

and some who flew in to grace the green sward of Old Warden Airfield. Picnic tables and chairs were soon deployed once we had been 

guided into our serried ranks. Everyone enjoyed the warm sun, the uncrowded café and the short queue for the ice cream van. Various 

visiting planes  gave interest in the sky and on the ground. The most unusual were a Miles Gemini, a Dornier 28 light twin and a micro-

light that looked like a dragonfly. Well done to Craig Johnson for arranging our club stand and his communications prior to the event. A 

couple of non starters had our members lending assistance but I think that we all got away, and hopefully home, late in the afternoon. 

LGCCVCC at the  Shuttleworth Jubilee Fly In 3rd June 

Thanks to Keith Halsey for his pictures 

Pictured above a non club member’s          

immaculate Renault 10 and elsewhere there 

was a black Riley police car complete with bell 

and siren. 
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3 years with Rodney 

David Coote 

Time has gone quite quickly, in a strange 
way, since I picked the Silver Shadow from 
Hanwells in west London the day after I 
retired.  I carefully negotiated my way 
through London traffic to the A1 and home 
to Letchworth. 

Janice was away in Moscow having stem 
cell treatment for her MS and once home 
would be in isolation until her immune sys-
tem returned to normal, some 3 to 6 
months later, so the first half of 2019 was 
limited to drives out as we got acquainted 
with our new car & immune systems. 

As the number plate started ROD we named the car Rodney. 
We’re sure there is a Fools & Horses link somewhere as I’m a Da-
vid and so was Rodney! 

First thing I did after purchase was to join the Rolls Royce Enthusi-
asts Club (RREC) and booked myself on a Silver Shadow Seminar. 
This was very opportune as the car was examined by the experts 
up on the ramps and I was given a fairly short list of things to sort 
out. These and a starting issue were fixed by Hanwells as part of 
the warranty. We also made enquires with the LGCCVCC and 
joined a waiting list, but did attend the Rising Sun a couple of 
times while waiting. 

In the autumn of 2019 we attended an event in North East Ger-
many which involved an overnight ferry to Holland and 750 km 
drive to just east of Schwerin.  A 39-year-old Silver Shadow cruis-
es nicely at motorway speed and the cruise control was very wel-
come.  We arrived rested and relaxed, just as it should be.  We, 
and 30 other Rolls Royce & Bentleys, some dating back to the 
1920’s, visited castles, palaces and a coach museum, the ones 
drawn by horses.  

No sooner are we back and looking forward to a busy 2020 and 
boom, Lockdown.  So, I took the seats out of the car and set 
about removing the terrible re-spray they had been given and 
learnt how to do it properly.  Very satisfying.  I wrote an article for 
the Spirit & Speed magazine all about it, that they published. 

The highlight for 2020 was a professional photo shoot for Rolls 
Royce & Bentley Driver magazine and a multipage spread in their 
magazine.  The Black Horse, Ireland, was the location and as they 
were closed due to lockdown we had the forecourt to ourselves. 
Rodney has even made it into their 2022 Calendar as December’s 
car.  He’s also appeared in the RREC magazine, so seems fitting he 
should also appear in our club magazine. 

So, what’s gone wrong, well, not a lot really, I’ve replaced the 
front of the exhaust system, I replaced all the door seals, had a 
hydraulic leak fixed and new disc’s on the front, a couple of bub-
bles of rust on the off side wheel arches resprayed and that’s 
about it.  Hydraulic and fuel pipes are on the list to be replaced as 
I can’t see in the service records that they have been done in the 
last 10 years. Using the car regularly definitely helps as they don’t 
like standing and as its my only car I generally get out weekly.  He 
lives on the drive, in a Carcoon during the winter and under a 
fitted cover in the summer.  We took the Carcoon back to the 
factory in Salford to have a new zip fitted as I damaged it a while 
back.  Hopefully get that back when the new zips arrive from  
China! 

2022 is looking better with several trips already in the diary in-
cluding one to Scotland to see some palaces and castles.   Hope-
fully see you out and about too. 


